
Bounds on the Number of Swithingswith Sale-Independent Hysteresis:Appliations to Supervisory Control1Jo~ao P. Hespanha2 Daniel Liberzon3 A. Stephen Morse4hespanha�us.edu liberzon�uiu.edu morse�sys.eng.yale.edu2Dept. Eletrial Engineering{Systems, Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 900893 Coordinated Sienes Lab., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 618014Dept. Eletrial Engineering, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520AbstratIn this paper we analyze the Sale-Independent HysteresisSwithing Logi introdued in reent work. We show that,under suitable \open-loop" assumptions, one an establishan upper bound on the number of swithings produed by thelogi on any given interval. This bound omes as a funtionof the variation of the inputs to the logi on that interval.In this paper it is also shown that, in a supervisory ontrolontext, this leads to swithing that is slow-on-the-average,allowing us to study the stability of hysteresis-based adaptiveontrol systems in the presene of measurement noise.1 IntrodutionAdaptive ontrol algorithms that employ a logi-basedsupervisor to orhestrate the swithing between a familyof andidate ontrollers have been quite suessful innumerous appliations [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,12℄. The need for swithing usually arises from the fatthat no single andidate ontroller would be apable, byitself, of guaranteeing stability and good performanewhen onneted with a poorly modeled proess. Thistype of supervisory ontrol results in a swithed losed-loop system of the form_x = f�(x; t); x(0) = x0; x 2 X ; t � 0; (1)where X is a �nite dimensional spae, ffp : p 2 Pg anindexed family of loally Lipshitz funtions, and � apieewise onstant swithing signal taking values on P ,generated by a hybrid swithing logi ombining ontin-uous dynamis with disrete logi. Typially, the swith-ing logi is designed to make the monitoring signals�p(t) := �(p; x; t); t � 0; p 2 P ; x 2 X (2)have ertain desired properties. Here, � is a monitor-ing funtion from P � X � [0;1) to R that is ontin-uous with respet to the seond and third arguments,1This researh was supported by ONR, DARPA, AFOSR,ARO, and NSF.

for frozen values of the �rst. The points of disontinu-ity of � are alled swithing times. For a given � and0 � � < t, it is onvenient to denote by N�(t; �) thenumber of swithing times|i.e., disontinuities of �|on the interval (�; t).For some swithing logis the supervisor guarantees, byonstrution, that there is a minimum time �D betweenswithings[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. Any swithing signal generat-ed by suh logis thus satisfy N�(�; t) = 0, 8 t� � � �D .The dwell-time �D is then a design parameter hosenso that (1) remains stable. Unfortunately, with nonlin-ear systems this may lead to �nite esape of the losed-loop. Adaptive swithing algorithms for nonlinear sys-tems have therefore avoided a �xed dwell-time, and havebeen mostly based on hysteresis swithing [13, 14℄, or onits more reent sale-independent version [8, 15℄.To date, the analysis of algorithms based on hysteresisswithing relied heavily on showing that swithing stopsin �nite time [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄. However, in the p-resene of noise and disturbane inputs, this is hardlythe ase. In fat, the only known algorithms for whihswithing an be proved to stop in �nite time, even inthe presene of noise/disturbanes, are those for whihan upper bound on these signals is known a priori, or ef-fetively estimated online [1, 16℄. Unfortunately, even inthe noiseless ase, these algorithms usually lead to badtransient responses. The objetive of this paper is to an-alyze the behavior of the Sale-Independent HysteresisSwithing Logi introdued in [8, 15℄, under assump-tions ompatible with the existene of noise. We showthat, although swithing may not stop, it is possible toderive an upper bound on the number of swithings onany given interval. This bound omes as a funtion ofthe variation of the inputs to the logi on that interval.The algorithm used to generate � onsidered in this pa-per is alled a Sale-Independent Hysteresis SwithingLogi and an be regarded as a hybrid dynamial sys-tem SH whose input is x and whose state and outputIn Pro. of the 39th Conf. on Deision and Contr., De. 2000.



are both �. To speify SH it is neessary to �rst pik apositive number h > 0 alled a hysteresis onstant. SH'sinternal logi is then de�ned by the omputer diagramshown in Figure 1, where the �p are de�ned by (2) and,at eah time t, q := argminp2P �(p; x; t). In interpret-PSfrag replaements Initialize �(1 + h)�q � �� � = qynFigure 1: Computer Diagram of SH.ing this diagram it is to be understood that �'s value ateah of its swithing times �t is equal to its limit from theright as t # �t. Thus if �ti and �ti+1 are two onseutiveswithing times, then � is onstant on [�ti; �ti+1). Thefuntioning of SH is roughly as follows. Suppose that atsome time t0, SH has just hanged the value of � to p. �is then held �xed at this value unless and until there isa time t1 > t0 at whih (1 + h)�q � �p for some q 2 P .If this ours, � is set equal to q and so on.The main result of this paper is the Sale-IndependentHysteresis Swithing Theorem. This theorem states thatunder appropriate \open-loop" assumptions, the num-ber of swithingsN�(t; �) on any given interval (�; t) anbe bounded in terms of the variation of the monitoringsignals on that interval. Using the Sale-IndependentHysteresis Swithing Theorem, we will show that, al-though sale-independent hysteresis does not guaranteethe existene of a �xed dwell-time between swithings, itan produe swithing that is slow-on-the-average [17℄.This will allow us to analyze hysteresis-based supervi-sory ontrol algorithms in the presene of noise. SaleIndependent Hysteresis and Dwell-time Swithing areapparently the only two Certainty Equivalene basedswithing logis proposed thus far for whih an analy-sis has proved possible under irumstanes for whihswithing may not stop.The swithing logi desribed above is \sale-independent" in that its output � remains unhangedif its monitoring funtion/input signal pair f�; xg is re-plaed by another pair f��; �xg satisfying��(p; �x; t) = #(t)�(p; x; t); 8p 2 P ; t � 0where # is a positive time funtion. This is be-ause, for any �xed time t, (i) the value of p thatminimizes �(p; x; t) also minimizes ��(p; �x; t) and (i-i) (1 + h)�(q; x; t) � �(p; x; t) is exatly equivalen-t to (1 + h)��(q; �x; t) � ��(p; �x; t) for every p; q 2 P .Sale-independene simpli�es onsiderably the analy-

sis of estimator-based supervisory ontrol algorithm-s [2, 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12℄.This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 on-tains the Sale-Independent Hysteresis Swithing The-orem. The reader is referred to [18℄ for the proof ofthis theorem. In Setion 3 it is illustrated how thesale-independene property an be used to e�etive-ly relax the \open-loop" assumptions required by thistheorem. In Setion 4 we use the previous results toanalyze a supervisory ontrol algorithm based on theSale-Independent Hysteresis Swithing Logi. Finally,Setion 5 ontains some onluding remarks and dire-tions for future researh.2 Sale-Independent Hysteresis SwithingTheoremLet X0 denote a given subset of X , and S the lass ofall pieewise-onstant funtions s : [0;1)! P . In whatfollows, for eah pair fx0; sg 2 X0 � S, Tfx0;sg denotesthe length of the maximal interval of existene of solu-tion to the equations_x = fs(t)(x; t); x(0) = x0; t � 0;and xfx0;sg the orresponding solution. The following\open-loop" assumptions are made:Assumption 1 (Open-Loop) For eah pair fx0; sg 2X0 � S, the monitoring signals �p(t) := �(p; xfx0;sg; t),t 2 [0; Tfx0;sg), p 2 P, are suh that:1. There exists a positive onstant � suh that�p(0) � �, for eah p 2 P.2. Eah monitoring signal �p, p 2 P, is monotonenondereasing on [0; Tfx0;sg).Using standard arguments (see [8, 15℄), one an showthat there must be an interval [0; T ) of maximal lengthon whih there is a unique pair fx; �g with x ontinu-ous and � pieewise onstant, whih satis�es (1) with� generated by SH. Moreover, on eah stritly propersubinterval [0; �) � [0; T ), � an swith at most a �nitenumber of times.To establish existene of solution to (1) with � generatedby SH, only the �rst Open-Loop Assumption is needed.The other assumption enable us to draw onlusions re-garding the behavior of � and the �p on [0; T ). Thefollowing is the main result of this paper.Theorem 1 (Sale-Independent Hysteresis Swit-hing) Let P be a �nite set with m elements and as-sume that the Open-Loop Assumptions hold. For a �xedinitial state fx0; �0g 2 X0 � P, let fx; �g denote theunique solution to (1) with � generated by SH and letIn Pro. of the 39th Conf. on Deision and Contr., De. 2000.



[0; T ) denote the largest interval on whih this solutionis de�ned. For any ` 2 P,N�(t; t0) � 1 +m+ m log� �`(t)minp2P �p(t0)�log(1 + h) ; (3)0 � t0 < t < T , and, when the monitoring signals aredi�erentiable, we also have thatZ tt0 _��(�)d� � m�(1 + h)�`(t)�minp2P �p(t0)�; (4)0 � t0 < t < T , where _��(�) is de�ned to be equalto d�pd� (�) on intervals where � is onstant and equal top 2 P, and zero at points of disontinuity of �.When there is some �`, ` 2 P , bounded on [0; T ), � anonly have a �nite number of disontinuities on [0; T )beause of (3). This means that there must be a timeT � < T beyond whih � is onstant. Moreover, sine� = �(T �) on [T �; T ),��(T�)(t) = ��(T�)(T �) + ��(T�)(t)� ��(T�)(T �)� ��(T�)(T �) + Z tT� dd� ���(�)(�)�d�;t 2 [T �; T ). Thus ��(T�) must be bounded on [0; T )beause of (4). Theorem 1 thus generalizes previousresults in [8, 15℄. The proof of this theorem an befound in [18℄.Remark 1 Equation (4) an be generalized for the asewhen the monitoring signals are not pieewise di�eren-tiable. In this ase the left-hand-side of (4) must be re-interpreted as a summation of the variation of the orre-sponding monitoring signals over the intervals on whih� is onstant. Equation (4) must then be replaed byN�(t;t0)Xk=0 ���(tk)(tk+1)� ��(tk)(tk)�� m�(1 + h)�`(t)�minp2P �p(t0)�; (5)0 � t0 < t < T , where t1 < t2 < � � � < tN�(t;t0) denotethe disontinuities of � on (t0; t) and tN�(t;t0)+1 := t.Sine (5) is a generalization of (4), we shall prove (5)instead of (4).It is useful to onsider monitoring funtions of the form�(p; x; t) := minq2Qp ~�(q; x; t); (6)where fQp : p 2 Pg is a parameterized family of om-pat sets and ~� a ontinuous funtion from Q � X �[0;1) to R, Q := [p2PQp. In this ase the monitoringsignals an be written as �p(t) := minq2Qp ~�q(t), p 2 P ,

where ~�q(t) := ~�(q; x; t), q 2 Q. In supervisory ontrol,typially, eah p 2 P orresponds to a partiular andi-date ontroller and eah q 2 Qp to a partiular proessmodel that an be stabilized by that ontroller. Beauseof this the ~�q are alled proess monitoring signals andthe �p are alled ontrol monitoring signals. A similaronvention is used for the monitoring funtions.We say that a pieewise onstant signal � taking valuesin Q is fQp : p 2 Pg-onsistent with a swithing signal� on an interval (�; t) when1. �(s) 2 Q�(s) for all s 2 (�; t),2. the set of disontinuities of � on (�; t) is a subsetof the set of disontinuities of �.Although, in general, the ontrol monitoring signals arenot di�erentiable, the proess monitoring signals are.The following result is a diret orollary of Theorem 1.Corollary 1 Let P be a �nite set with m elements andassume that the Open-Loop Assumptions hold for theproess monitoring funtion. For a �xed initial statefx0; �0g 2 X0�P, let fx; �g denote the unique solutionto (1) with � generated by SH and let [0; T ) denote thelargest interval on whih this solution is de�ned. Forany ` 2 Q,N�(t; t0) � 1 +m+ mlog(1 + h) log� ~�`(t)minq2Q ~�q(t0)�;(7)0 � t0 < t < T , and, when the proess monitoringsignals are di�erentiable, we also have that there existsa signal �, whih is fQp : p 2 Pg-onsistent with � on(t0; t), suh thatZ tt0 _~��(�)d� � m�(1 + h)~�`(t)�minq2Q ~�q(t0)�; (8)0 � t0 < t < T , where _~��(�) is de�ned to be equalto d~�qd� (�) on intervals where � is onstant and equal toq 2 Q, and zero at points of disontinuity of �.For an appliation of these ideas, see [19℄.3 Relaxing the Open-Loop AssumptionsThe sale-independene property mentioned in Setion 1an be used to somewhat relax the Open-Loop Assump-tions 1. Suppose that the following assumptions hold.Assumption 2 (Relaxed Open-Loop) There exist-s a positive time-funtion # suh that for eah pairfx0; sg 2 X0�S, the saled monitoring signals ��p(t) :=#(t)�(p; xfx0;sg; t), t 2 [0; Tfx0;sg), p 2 P, are suh that:1. There exists a positive onstant � suh that��p(0) � �, for eah p 2 P.In Pro. of the 39th Conf. on Deision and Contr., De. 2000.



2. Eah saled monitoring signal ��p, p 2 P, is mono-tone nondereasing on [0; Tfx0;sg).In light of the sale independene property, SH's output� remains unhanged if its monitoring funtion/inputsignal pair f�; xg is replaed by another pair f��; xg sat-isfying��(p; x; t) = #(t)�(p; x; t); 8p 2 P ; t � 0:Sine the Relaxed Open-Loop Assumptions guaranteethat the original Open-Loop Assumptions hold for thepair f��; xg, we obtain the following orollary of Theo-rem 1.Corollary 2 Let P be a �nite set with m elements andassume that the Relaxed Open-Loop Assumptions hold.For a �xed initial state fx0; �0g 2 X0 � P, let fx; �gdenote the unique solution to (1) with � generated bySH and let [0; T ) denote the largest interval on whihthis solution is de�ned. For any ` 2 P,N�(t; t0) � 1 +m+ m log� ��`(t)minp2P ��p(t0)�log(1 + h) ;0 � t0 < t < T , and, when the saled monitoring signalsare di�erentiable, we also have thatZ tt0 _���(�)d� � m�(1 + h)��`(t)�minp2P ��p(t0)�; (9)0 � t0 < t < T , where _��(�) is de�ned to be equalto d�pd� (�) on intervals where � is onstant and equal top 2 P, and zero at points of disontinuity of �.It turns out that in supervisory ontrol the originalOpen-Loop Assumptions may often be violated, where-as the relaxed ones an be shown to hold (f. Setion 4and [2, 3, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12℄).4 Supervisory ControlIn this setion we show how the previous results an beused in the ontext of supervisory ontrol. We followlosely the formulation in [2, 3℄.The problem addressed here is the set-point ontrol of animpreisely modeled proess P. In partiular, we want togenerate the ontrol input u to the proess so as to driveits output y to a onstant referene r. The proess hastwo other exogenous inputs that annot be measured:a bounded measurement noise signal n and a boundeddisturbane d. For simpliity the signals u, y, n, and dare salar. P is assumed linear, time-invariant, with astabilizable (through u) and detetable realization_xP= APx+BPu+DPd; y = CPx+ n; (10)but preise values for AP; BP; CP; DP are not known. Itis known, however, that P's transfer funtion � , from

u to y, belongs to a family of transfer funtions ofthe form N := Sp2P Np; where p is an unknown pa-rameter taking values in some parameter set P andeah Np denotes a family of transfer funtions enteredaround a known, nominal transfer funtion �p, e.g.,Np := f(1 + Æ)�p : kÆk1 � �g: Here, � denotes somesmall positive onstant and Æ a stable transfer funtionwith H1-norm smaller than �. For simpliity, in thesequel we assume that � = 0 and the set P is �niteand equal to f1; 2; : : : ;mg. In a future paper we shallonsider the general ase of � > 0 and in�nite P .The solution proposed in [2, 3℄ to solve this problem isbased on Certainty Equivalene and starts with the s-eletion of a family of linear, time-invariant andidateontrollers C := f�p : p 2 Pg. Eah �p would make thefeedbak losed-loop system in Figure 2 asymptotiallystable if the proess transfer funtion � was known tobelong to Np. To avoid pole-zero anellations it is as-sumed that P does not have transmission zeros at theorigin.
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PSfrag replaements 1s ��pFigure 2: Feedbak on�guration.In ase we knew to whih set Np the atual proesstransfer funtion � belonged, stability of the losed loopould be ahieved with a nonadaptive, linear, time-invariant ontroller with transfer funtion equal to 1s�p.Sine the proess transfer funtion is not known in ad-vane we build a \multi-ontroller" C that e�etivelyallows swithing between all the ontroller transfer fun-tions in C. If f( �Ap; �Bp; �Cp; �Dp) : p 2 Pg is a family ofn-dimensional, stabilizable and detetable realizationsfor the transfer funtions in C, the multi-ontroller Can be de�ned by_xC = �A�xC + �B�eT; v = �C�xC + �D�eT; _u = v;(11)where eT := r � y and � : [0;1) ! 1 denotes a\swithing signal" that, at eah instant of time, deter-mines whih andidate ontroller is put into the feed-bak loop. The system that generates the swithingsignal � is alled a supervisor. Here we are interestedin estimator-based supervisors like the one in Figure 3.An estimator-based supervisor onsists of three bloks:a multi-estimator, a monitoring signal generator, and aswithing logi.The multi-estimator E is a linear, time-invariant systemwhose inputs are the outputs of the proess and multi-ontroller and whose outputs are the output estimationerrors ep, p 2 P . Eah ep is a signal that would onvergeIn Pro. of the 39th Conf. on Deision and Contr., De. 2000.
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Figure 3: Supervisory ontrol arhiteture.to zero if the proess transfer funtion � was equal tothe nominal transfer funtion �p. The reader is referredto [2, 3℄ for the preise struture of E . Denoting byx the ombined state of the multi-estimator and multi-ontroller (exluding the integrator), the evolution of xis determined by _x = A�x+ d�e� ; (12)eT = p�x+ ep� ; (13)where Ap; dp; p, p 2 P are appropriately de�ned ma-tries, and p� is the element of P for whih � 2 Np� .Equation (12) is obtained from equation (23) in [2℄ withl = � and (13) is obtained from equation (26) in [2℄with l = p�. It is also known that there exists a positiveonstant �0 for whih eah �0I + Ap is asymptotiallystable (f. Remark 4 in [2℄). Moreover, from equation(28) in [2℄, one onludes that ep� is bounded andZ t0 e2��ep�(�)2d� � ne2�t + 0; t � 0; (14)kep�(t)k � dn + d0e��t; t � 0; (15)where � is any onstant in (0; �0), 0; d0 are positiveonstants that depends only on initial onditions, andn; dn are positive onstants that depends only on upperbounds on the norms of n and d.The monitoring signal generator G takes as inputs theoutput estimation errors ep, p 2 P , and produes themonitoring signals �p, p 2 P de�ned by_~�p = �2�~�p + e2p; �p = ~�p + ��; p 2 P ; (16)with � 2 (0; �0) and �� > 0 onstant. G is initialized sothat ~�p(0) � 0, p 2 P .The swithing logi S generates the swithing signal �based on the values of the monitoring signals �p, p 2 P .The logi used here is the Sale-Independent HysteresisSwithing Logi de�ned in Setion 1.

Suppose now that we de�ne saled monitoring signals��p := #�p, with #(t) := e2�t, t � 0. From (16) oneonludes that, for eah t � t0 � 0,��p(t) = ~�p(t0) + e2�t�� + Z tt0 e2��ep(�)2d�; (17)and therefore eah ��p is always monotone inreasingand never smaller than ��. By the Sale-IndependentHysteresis Swithing Theorem (or more preisely Corol-lary 2), we an then onlude that, for any ` 2 P and0 � t0 � t < T ,N�(t; t0) � 1 +m+ mlog(1 + h) log� ��`(t)infp2P ��p(t0)�(18)andZ tt0 �2�e2�� �� + e2��e2�� d�� m�(1 + h)��`(t)� infp2P ��p(t0)�: (19)In (19) we used the fat that dd� ����(�)(�)� = 2�e2�� ��+e2��e2�, wherever the derivative exists. From (14)and (17) we obtain ��p�(t) � e2�t(�� + n) + �0, t � 0,where �0 := 0 + ~�p�(0). Now (18){(19) with ` := p�and the fat that ��p(t0) � e2�t0��, p 2 P giveN�(t; t0) � 1 +m+ m log�e2�(t�t0)�1 + n�� �+ �0���log(1 + h) ;Z tt0 e2��e2�d� � m�(1 + h) �e2�t(�� + n) + �0�� e2�t0���� �e2�t � e2�t0� ��;for every t � t0 � 0. Sine for a; b > 0, log(a + b) �log(2a) + log(2b), we also onlude thatN�(t; t0) � N0 + t� t0��D ; (20)Z tt0 e2��e2�d� � �me2�tn + �m�0 � (m� 1)e2�t0��+ ( �m� 1)e2�t��; (21)with �D := log(1+h)2�m , �m = m(1 + h), andN0 := 1 +m+ mlog(1 + h) log�4�0�� �1 + n�� ��:Now, beause of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 in [17℄, thereis a �nite onstant ��D suh that (12) has input-to-statee�t-weighted L2-to-L1 norm uniformly bounded overthe set Save[��D ; N0℄ of swithing signals for whihN�(t; �) � N0 + t� ���D :In Pro. of the 39th Conf. on Deision and Contr., De. 2000.



The signals in Save[��D ; N0℄ are said to have averagedwell-time no larger than ��D [17℄. If we then hoose� and h so that �log(1+h) �  := 12m��D , we get �D � ��Dand the output � of the swithing logi is guaranteedto be in Save[��D; N0℄. From this and (21) one onludesthat x is bounded and, beause of (11) and (13), eT andv are also bounded. The boundedness of u and the in-ternal state of the proess follows from the detetabilityof the asade formed by the integrator in (11) and theproess (10). The following an then be stated.Theorem 2 There exists a positive onstant  suhthat, whenever �log(1+h) � , all signals remain bounded,for any bounded n and d, and any initialization of P, E ,C , G , S, with ~�p(0) � 0, p 2 P.The previous analysis assumed that the family of Nf�p :p 2 Pg of admissible transfer funtions for the proesswas �nite. This type of analysis an be extended to thease when N has in�nitely many elements [19℄.5 ConlusionsWe showed that, under suitable \open-loop" assump-tions, one an establish an upper bound on the numberof swithings produed by the Sale-Independent Hys-teresis Swithing Logi on a given interval. This boundomes as a funtion of the variation of the inputs tothe logi on that interval. Computing upper bounds onthe number of swithings produed by hysteresis-basedlogis has been the main diÆulty in applying them toadaptive ontrol when noise and exogenous disturbanesare present. With the properties derived here we wereable to show that, although this logi does not guaranteethe existene of a �xed dwell-time between swithings, itan produe swithing that is slow-on-the-average. Thisallowed us to analyze hysteresis-based supervisory on-trol algorithms in the presene of noise. To the best ofour knowledge, this is the �rst time that an algorithm ofthis type is analyzed without relying on swithing stop-ping. The results presented here are on�ned to the aseof a �nite parameter set P and the absene of unmod-eled dynamis. See [19℄ for more general results whihdo not require these assumptions.Referenes[1℄ M. Chang and E. J. Davison, \Swithing ontrol of afamily of plants," in Pro. of the 14th Amer. Contr. Conf.,vol. 1, pp. 1015{1020, June 1995.[2℄ A. S. Morse, \Supervisory ontrol of families of linearset-point ontrollers|part 1: exat mathing," IEEE Trans.Automat. Contr., vol. 41, pp. 1413{1431, Ot. 1996.[3℄ A. S. Morse, \Supervisory ontrol of families of lin-ear set-point ontrollers|part 2: robustness," IEEE Trans.Automat. Contr., vol. 42, pp. 1500{1515, Nov. 1997.[4℄ K. S. Narendra and J. Balakrishnan, \Adaptive on-
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